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ABSTRACT: Data hiding has wide applications in military areas, especially in covert communications and in secret 

keeping. In the existing system data is directly hidden into cover image and sent to receiver side. When this method is 

used, it is easy for the hackers to extract the hidden data. Hence a new type of computer art, called Line-based Cubism-

Like Image, which keeps lines and regions from multiple viewpoints are proposed. Cubism artists transform a natural 

scene into geometric form in paintings by breaking up, analyzing and reassembling objects in the scenes from multiple 

viewpoints. In this method, the prominent line segments which are present in the source image are detected and 

rearranged to form regions with cubism flavor.  Data is hidden during the process of recoloring the region in the 

generated art image. By using this technique data hiding is skillfully done with minimal distortion. This data 

embedding process is proved to be reversible, that is, the cover image along with the hidden data can be recovered 

successfully. This way of combining art image creation and data hiding, which may be called aesthetic data hiding, is a 

new idea of information hiding. Attracted by the art exhibited by the image, people hopefully will pay no attention to 

the hidden data in the art image, and via this camouflage effect, the embedded data can be kept securely or transmitted 

securely. This method also suffers from a drawback, that is, the files which are one third of the size of the cover image 

can only be embedded. Larger files cannot be embedded. As an enhancement measure, DCT compression technique is 

used to compress those files which are larger in size. Thus by this compression technique, larger files can also be 

embedded in the cover image. Gamma correction is also done to enhance the quality of the cover image. 

   

KEYWORDS: Line-based Cubism- like Image, cover image, stego image, Discrete cosine Transform(DCT), gamma 

correction. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Data hiding has recently been proposed as a promising technique for the purpose of information assurance, 

authentication, fingerprint, security, data mining, and copyright protection, etc. By data hiding, pieces of information 

represented by some data are hidden in a cover media. Many image data hiding algorithms have been proposed in the 

past several years. In most cases, the cover media will experience some permanent distortion due to data hiding and 

cannot be inverted back to the original media.  It is observed that most of the current data hiding algorithms are not 

lossless.With the popularly used least significant bit-plane (LSB) embedding method, the bits in the LSB are replaced 

according to the data to be embedded and the bit- replacement is not memorized. Consequently, the LSB method is not 

invertible[1]. With another group of frequently used watermarking techniques, called quantization index modulation 

(QIM), quantization error makes lossless data hiding impossible. In some applications, such as in the fields of law 

enforcement, medical and military image systems, in addition to perceptual transparency it is desired to reverse the 

marked media back to the original cover media after the hidden data are retrieved for some legal or other 

considerations. The marking techniques satisfying this requirement are referred to as reversible, lossless, distortion-

free, or invertible data hiding techniques. 
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II. RELATED WORKS 

 

A survey of stroke-based rendering by A.Hertzmann had proposed stroke-based rendering (SBR), an automatic 

approach to create non photorealistic imagery by placing discrete elements such as paint strokes or stipples. 

Researchers have proposed many SBR algorithms and styles such as painting, pen-and-ink drawing, tile mosaics, 

stippling, streamline visualization, and tensor field visualization[2]. 

       
 

Fig1.(a) Original image      Fig1.(b) Art image 

 

Fast paint texture by Hertzmann.A et al had proposed a technique for simulating the physical appearance of paint 

strokes under lighting. This technique is easyto- implement and very fast, yet produces realistic results[3]. The system 

processes a painting composed of a list of brushstrokes. A height map is assigned to each stroke, and a height field for 

the painting is produced by rendering the brush strokes textured with the height maps. The final painting is rendered 

by bump-mapping the painting’s colors with the height map. 

 

Mosaic image is also a type of type of computer art image. Image Mosaics are assemblage of minute Images which are 

joined in such a way that if anyone sees the image from a distance it appears a larger image. The arrangement of small 

images may be manual or automatic. In Image Mosaics color is adjusted automatically. Choice depends on the person 

who is performing the Image Mosaics or the purpose of imagemosaics[4]. Just positioning Images at various scales is 

one of the attractive features of image mosaics. Another factor is distribution of colors. Uniform distributions of colors 

in images are more suitable for image mosaics. The drawback of this technique is that joins between consecutive photos 

will not exactly align. Mosaics are constructed from photographs and suffer from image displacement and scale 

variations. Distances, angles and areas will only be approximate and should not be measured from these images[5]. 

Digital overlays can be included with digital mosaics but the image will not represent the true position and hence may 

not align with design overlays. Scanning resolution will restrict magnification (enlarging areas) on digital mosaics. 

 

Orientale textures for image-based pen-and-ink illustration by P.Salisbury Michael T. Wong John F. Hughes et al had 

proposed an interactive system for creating pen-and-ink-style line drawings from grayscale images in which the strokes 

of the rendered illustration follow the features of the original image. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed data hiding technique embeds message data into a cover cubism-like image by changing each pixel’s 

color value in the cover image for the minimum amount of in each color channel[6]. As a result, people cannot tell the 

visual difference between the cover image and the stego image. This effect, in addition to that of attracting people by 

the artistic content of the Cubism-like image, gives the proposed data hiding technique a camouflage effect which 

arouses no suspicion from hackers. Furthermore, a reversible region recoloring scheme, which keeps the average color 

of each region unchanged, is designed as a substitute of the original re coloring process. This reversibility guarantees 

that we can extract the data embedded in the stego-image to restore the original content of the cover image lossless[7]. 

It is also noted that changing pixels’ colors slightly while keeping average region colors unchanged, as proposed, 

creates integrally a mosaic effect in the regions, which makes the stego-image look nearly identical to the cover image 

and thus enhances the camouflage effect of the proposed technique. 

 

This method has several merits. First, it generates Cubism-like images as stego-images to distract the hacker’s attention 

to the message data embedded in them. Also, by using the minimum color shiftings of ±1 to embed data bits, the 
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resulting pixels’ color differences between the generated Cubism-like image and the stego-image are so small that a 

hacker will take no notice of the existence of the hidden data[8]. 

Consequently, the proposed data hiding technique is very suitable for use in covert communication or secret keeping. 

Furthermore, four measures of randomization of the input message data and the processing order of them with a secret 

key and several random-number generating functions have been adopted in the proposed method[9]. This enhances 

greatly the security of the proposed method. In order to enhance the image, DCT and gamma correction techniques are 

also adopted. 

 
Fig2. Architecture diagram 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Line-Based Cubism-Like Image 

 There are two major stages in the line-based Cubism-like image generation process—prominent lineextraction and 

region recoloring. In the first stage, at first we extract line segments from a given source image by edge detection and 

the Hough transform[10]. Then, we conduct short line segment filtering and nearby line merging. In the second stage, 

at first we create regions in the image by extending the line segments to the image boundary to partition the image 

space. Then, we recolor the regions by the average region colors and whiten the boundaries of the regions. 

 

B. Data Embedding Process 

In the proposed region recoloring process, when embedding a bit into a pixel with color , if is 0, then we decrement by 

an integer value , and if is 1, then we increment by . After hiding message bits into the pixels’ colors in a region by 

color shifting in this way, the region’s average color will also be changed. It is found in this study that the property of 

rounding-off in integer computation may be utilized to modify this region recoloring process to keep the average region 

color unchanged, resulting in a reversible region recoloring process[11]. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) techniques 

have a great relevance to data compression. Hence DCT is used for data compression. 

 

C. Data Extraction Process 

It is basically a reverse version of the proposed data hiding process and consists of two stages—embedded data 

extraction and data de-randomization. In the first stage, we recover the region recoloring sequence in the stego-image 

and obtain the area and the average color of each region in the stego-image[12]. Based on the average color of each 
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region, we retrieve the message data embedded in the stego-image by comparing it with the pixels’ colors in the region. 

In the second stage, the retrieved data are de-randomized to get the original message data using the secret key. 

 

D. Gamma Correction 

Gamma correction matters if we have any interest in displaying an image accurately on a computer screen. Gamma 

correction controls the overall brightness of an image. Images which are not properly corrected can look either 

bleached out, or too dark. Trying to reproduce colors accurately also requires some knowledge of gamma[13]. Varying 

the amount of gamma correction changes not only the brightness, but also the ratios of red to green to blue.  

Conclusion 

 

In this paper, a new method of combining art image gen- eration and data hiding to enhance the camouflage effect for 

various information hiding applications is proposed[14]. At first, a new type of computer art, called line-based Cubism-

like image, and a technique to create it automatically from a source image have been proposed[15]. Also Discrete 

Cosine Transform(DCT) is used to enhance data compression process. Gamma correction technique is also used to 

enhance the quality of the cover image. 
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